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[Rei85]. $65 [Hei78]. $70 [Dro78]. $8.00 [Shu80]. $80/20 [Egg93]. $9.50
[Ols74]. $9.95 [Mar80]. 1 [TEC99]. 3 [CT87]. $ [Egg93]. n [Cle76].
-dimensional [Cle76]. -Legal [Ere80]. -rule [Egg93].

0 [Fis79, Mig79, Boy85b, Fis81a, Shu78]. 0-12-118660-1 [Wel80b].
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1 [OG70, Wel71, Wri71a]. 1.0 [Sie89a]. 1/71 [Wel71, Wri71a]. 1/71-1R [Wel71].
1.71-2R [Wri71a]. 1/2 [Rei85]. 1/2- [Rei85]. 1/Number [McM76].
105MM [Kuc76a]. 15th [Bro95a]. 17th [Kil93b]. 1917 [How89c]. 1940s [Shi86a].
1971 [Swa76c]. 1972 [JJ75, Ric77]. 1973 [Ano74a, Bor74, Har76b, Kol74, Art74, Har75c].
1996 [Wei97a]. 1997 [BF98]. 1R [Wei70, Wel71, WH70].
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3-7940-44 [Har77b]. 3-7940-4422-3 [Har76b]. 37th [Swa76c]. 38 [Aiy88].
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= [Gro76b].
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answer-passages [O’C73]. Answer-providing [O’C70]. answer-sentences [O’C73]. answering [Roy90a]. Antecedents [Don77, AL84]. Anthony [Die81, Har76b, Hei78]. anti [JD78]. anti-verb [JD78]. antibiotic [Qin00b]. anticipating [Deb86]. Antiquarian [Shi86a]. Anzlowar [Sel71]. Apendices [Har70a]. appendices [New73]. Appendix [Art75a, Vag80]. Application [Ama84]. Apple [Mim85]. applicability [Ro88a, Ro88b, Cha91]. applicable [AN73]. Application [BMSM90, Blo70, DS84, Fed82a, Fed82b, GSKL00, Joh84, KW97, Lin70, MB91, Miy98, Rei84, SC76, SR79, Sum84, Asa81a, HS78, KH80, LMSC82, Mos70, RSZ71, Sch97b, Swa77a, Swa78a, Wan92, Wel83, Wis00, SP73]. Applications [And91, Bea91, Bes91, Buc91c, Egg90b, LL91, Lyn91a, McG84, Nug91, Rom91, Swa77b, Wil95a, BS92, Bro86a, Fuh00, HJD99, Lee96b, LS84b, Lyn91b, Rou98, Swa75b, Swa76b, Und98b, Bar96, HW71, Lyn98, Ere81a, Cal00, Lan77a, Rou76a, Bar98b, Bir97, SS95]. Applied [Hei78, Rob91, Swa78b, Coo89, EQH00, JB71a, Kra78, LJ70b, LL85, MN83b, SC85a, SC85b, Tur77]. Applying [CV80, Sta75b, DW98, RT81, AKS96]. appraisal [CA80]. Approach [Dav76a, Kra79, AF98, Asa81b, BS91b, Boo80, BP93, CN95, CNMS97, Che98a, CSS98, CWBL00, CPR84, CT87, Dun96b, DS84, Ere92, Ere81c, Fag89, FBC97, Goe87, GV87, GFR97, GR74, Har75a, Har75b, HPH96, Jär99, KdK90, Kra73, KB78, Lan78, Lee96b, RKB79, LS71, LFHG99, MR87, MBVL99, Mat82, McC95, Mer71, OCN97, Rad82a, Reg88, Sac76, Sav97b, SWB79, TO84, Tzv90, Voj97, Wis99, Yoo94, Zha98, Ano75a, HK79, Sta77a, Sta82, Par97]. Approaches [KR80, LC84, Bro87, Cha99a, Che99, SCLL73, SS95, YLYY00, HF00, Rep89]. appropriate [Sch73a]. approximate [BYN00]. April [Hay96a, Les89]. Arabic [ASAOE99, AKE94, Ama84, HAA87, HKE97, Mus86]. Arabic/ [Mus86]. Arbeiten [Wel71]. archeological [Tyn75]. Archetypes [Smi97]. Architecture [RNBV98, We95b, Zoe88, Jon86]. architectures [Bir97]. archival [AD79, Cox92, Cox94]. archives [Con93, Cox93, DPK00, Rou89b, Rou89a, Swa76a, Cox93]. archivists [Cox88]. Archon [Wel70]. area [PR98, Ren80, SP73, Sma80, Tom98b]. areas [RBR80, Smi74b, Blu89b]. area [Bra89]. argument [BS91b]. Arise [Kra91a]. arising [HG00]. ARIST [Hei88, Hen00a]. armes [Kra91a]. Army [Pre71b]. arrangement [FS84]. Array [CP98, MR87]. Arrive [Bra79]. Art [Pre71b, Wei95b, Bea97, Cim95, Coh96, Koa94, Mad96a, Mad96b, Mil90, Pen70, Wit81, Wei95b]. Artandi [Bas74]. Arthur [Che99]. Article [Ano78c, Art75a, Lan89b, Can95, Coo91a, Coo76, Con98, Dic96, Die84b, He98, Her78, Lev98, Seg94, Wei90, WH91]. Articles [Jor89, WFK73, And78, Ano78c, Cam96a, EK75, Gup90, HST96, HNW93, Kim00, Kuc78, LWZ99, May78, Now81, Sch94, Wyl87]. Artificial [CM84, LS84b, Smi84b, BF91b, Cob96, Jon91, Kas96a, Kas96b, Mac96, Wal81, vdBL96]. arts [Bes91, SvB94]. Ascertaining [SP73]. Ashley [Fis79]. Asian [Joh86]. ASIS [Kra87a, Ano72c, Blo70, Bor73b, Eli87, HM70, Lei73, Lin70, Mat70, Mos72, OG70, Var99, Wel80a]. ASIS/ [Ano72c]. ASLIB
Lan81b, Mig79. Aspects [Lip99, Rus70a, BMvR91a, BMvR91b, ER98, FB88, Kin98a, Mat82, MZ79, Pra83, Rob00, Tal79, Tor89, Tra98, Kat00].


assessments [DRCG91, Har96, War91, PLM00]. Assets [Han75, Hei94, Han75]. assist [SG89]. Assistance [Bam79, Deb86, LM78, RR77, Koe83, LB83, SWT+79].


beta-binomial [GS87]. Bethesda [Cer83]. Better [Mec99, Die84a, SF78, Die84a]. Between [Bon82, BR80b, BG94, BLPG99, CL86, DC98, Egg93, FS97b, GL96, HNW93, He00, Her78, Hub78, Hur80, Laz00, LBW00, Lin87b, MB81a, Mar92b, Mee00, NL83, ODVG87, Pic96, Qin00b, Raf75, Rou90, Sal72c, Sch74, Seg94, Sma73, SR77, SSD99, Tag72, TvR90, Wal86d, YAH90, YR77]. Beverly [Ste77]. Beyond [Key96, San98b, Shi85]. biases [Bla80]. biblio-profile [Lun76]. Bibliocryptography [Boo96]. Bibliographic [Ath72, CPW88, Dod79, Etc73, Fed82a, Fed82b, Geo85, Haw74, HD72, LB76, Mor76, Rus77, AL84, BE80, BM72, Boy89a, Bro83, BC99, Coo77b, DW95, Etc78, FS83, GBDH76, GWDS86, KRC81, Kuc76b, MCT73, MK72, Mou77, OMY+89, Ras80, Sch76, Sch81, Sho71, SL99, Smi96a, Smi96b, TF89, Wal86a, Wel80c, Wel75, Wel96, WD97b, YG90, We07]. Bibliographical [Hin70, Bro88]. bibliographically [Swa87], bibliographies [Bro90b, Cor82, Egg90b]. bibliographique [Gro76a]. Bibliography [Lan81b, Nov82, Ray97, Rei77, WWB97, FM97, Fre77, Har75c, New73, RM99, SJ72, Smi84b, FF80, Mar79, We07]. Bibliography/International [Ray97]. bibliogrpahic [Yer83]. Bibliometric [Ano75a, Can99, DCFQ00, KB98b, Koe83, LL85, Nic89, Par82a, Par82b, Par82c, VHdB+98, BR92, DC93, DC98, Don72, Egg87, Gri88, Haw77, IC97, MP98, NML99, OVR79, Pie92, Rou90, SP73, Sic85, Sic92, Tag81, de 76]. Bibliometrics [Bro90a, Bro87, KET99, Lan97, Mc97, Pra77, Rob91, Sha92, McL90a, Mc96]. Bibliothekar [Wel71]. Bibliothekar-Lehrinstitut [Wel71]. Bibliothek [Wel71]. Bibliothèque [Gro76a]. Bigelow [New76]. bilingual [Mus86]. Bill [Mim85, Pat85, We79, WOO87]. binary [Gre90, Har71d, Jan91, WWY90a]. binational [War93]. binding [TO84]. Bing [Ere80]. Bingley [Tes79, We70]. binomial [GS87]. bio [Har75c]. bio-bibliography [Har75c]. biochemistry [Mar83c]. Biographical [Van99, WS71]. Biological [Ano72a, Flo89a]. Biology [Can74, Fei73, Hai97, Mar92b, Ano72a]. biomedical [Fay72a, Fay72b, Fay73, Ste90, SR95, TB93, NPG76]. BIOSIS [Ols74, LBP76, WFK73, WFK72]. Biotechnology [McC95]. BIRS [DCFQ00]. birth [Adl92]. Bit [EQH00, CYW99]. bitsy [Whi99b]. bivariate [CCRY98]. bivariate [BS91a]. Black [Pom74]. BLEND [Sha83a]. Blending [Glu95b]. blind [Mea84b]. Block [BYN00]. Blois [Ba89]. Blomquist [Kuc75]. Blum [Hin70]. Board [Lan80]. Bob [Kat00, Kra99a]. Bohnert [Sch91a]. Bommer [Rei75]. bones [Gro96]. Book [Ab86, Abe96b, Af98, Af99, Afs98, Afs99, Agh86, Aik79, Alg95, All98, And98, And99, And99, Ano74a, Ano74b, Ano75a, Ano77a, Art74, Art75b, Art76a, Art77, Aul87, Aus93, BAI75, Bak89, Ban98, BI98, Bar98b, Bas74, Bat97, Bat93, Bea97, Bea93, Beh96a, Beh96b, Bel81, Bel76, Ben86, Ber86a, Ber84, Bie95, Bir97, Bix96a, Bix96b, Bla79, Bla93, Ble86, Blu89a, Blu89b, Boll86a, Boll86b, Boll92, Bon89, Boo00, Bor86a, Bor94, Bor90, Bor90, Bos87, Boy85a, Boy85b, Boy86g, Boy86d, Boy86c, Boy86a, Boy86f, Boy86c, Boy87b, Boy87a, Boy87a.
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English [He98, He00, Mea82b, Mus86, SM91, Str74]. English-to-Chinese [He98].

enhancing [LBBR96]. Ensuring [Cur97]. Entering [Koe92b, Koe92c]. enterprise [Bar98b]. Entertainment [Myb98a]. entitled [Aiy88]. Entries [RG70, SJ72, SR77]. Entropy [SD83, Bal84, Coo83c, KL98a]. Entry [BM89, DC98]. enumerative [Dav76b]. Environment [BDBR97, BD97, BDSA97, D’E97, Fed82a, Goo97, GLS97, LS97, LH97, RH97, SA97, Aga99, Bes96, BM72, Bur85, Che00a, CS91, Dav86, Eft00, Gib86, HH97, HJD00, Jon73c, Jon74, LaF00, LBBR96, LW74, MR94, Old91, Pas90, PN96, RF97, SH96, ZK99b, Tho73b, Mad96a, Mad96b, Sta98].

Environmental [AC93, DC76, LMSC82, MN83b, Mon94, Ste99a, SS00]. Environments [ABB+91a, ABB+91b, BS91b, CS91, DRCG91, LD91, RR91, SB91, CCM00, For00, MBH94, Mar99, McD99, Mil00, MSH86, Sca89, Wee99, Hil96a, Hil96b, HC94].

Envision [FHN+93]. Envisioning [Mi893]. epidemic [Wor73]. Epidemiology [BN76]. Epilogue [NK89].

Epistemological [Hjø00b, Kha91]. equality [RCJS94]. equations [Ang75, DF85, Dor85, Dor88]. era [BB96a, Lan89a, Afs99, Alg95, Car95a, Mur93]. Ergonomic [Agh86].

Ergonomics [Has98]. ERIC [AM77, Kue72, Wri73, Pai71, Bur00, Mar72b].

ERIC-like [Kue72, Pai71]. ERICS [Bur00]. Errata [Ano70c, Ano71b, Ano72d, Ano73a, Ano74e, Ano76a, Ano81a, Ano87, Coo91a, Kra88c, Swa78a].

Erratum [Ano79a, Ano81b, Ano82c, Ano83a, Ano84a, Ano84b, Ano84c, Ano86d, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano97, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano00d, Ano08, Koe92b, Kra91d, Lar92a, We185, Wil85a, Wit87].

Error [Lon92, Lov71, Lou92a, Pai96, RFK97, Swa89b]. Errors [PZ84, Zam80, Bro70c, PZ83]. ESPRIT [Sme87, Sme92]. essay [DB94].

Essays [Cor94b, Ben86, Dro77, Mar75]. Essential [Mal99]. Essentials [Yin95].


ETC [Kaz75a]. Ethics [Ber85, Koc87, Cox93, Day00b, Bat97, Pet99, Dil98]. ethnography [CNO*00]. Ethnomethodologically [CNO*00]. Eugene [Dro77, Lev76b].

Euronet [Bre79]. Europe [Ing97, Jon89, Phi92, Sme92, Wil85b]. European [Men82c, AL98, Bax85, DRM98, Ell86, Ens95, For91, Ing97, Jon89, KDJ94, MP98, Phi92, Sme87, Sme92, Wil82, Woo84]. evaluate [Hei90, Zwe95].

Evaluating [BRR96, Caw78, Gor90, HMNW86, JM97, Los96c, McC88, NJW97, Pou89, SBPP89, Abe90, Coo72, DC80, GWDS86, Har79].

Evaluation [Abe90, BDBR97, BD97, BDSA97, Bro70a, CS90, D’E97, Gar90, Gol73, Goo97, GLS97, Kei70, KB78, LUH*96, Lan73, Lar92b, LS97, LH97, LC90, MP74, RH97, SA97, Vir70, Voi97, WYSB91, AL94, BSY00, BW72, Bla96, Bon79, BP93, BCM89, Boy86a, Bur99, Car96, Car74, Car75, Dun00].
Eft00, ERV00, Gor82, HS78, Her94, HH95b, HH95c, HPH96, HCL+’00, Hul96, KB98a, Kir93, LS80b, Lip83, Liu97b, Lov71, MS00, Pai96, Pen93, Ro88a, Ro88b, RF00, Ros71a, Sal72b, Sha86c, SCLL73, Su94, SM75, TS96, Tho72, WSQ94, WC77, WSS79, YS93, ZvD00, Fay72b, Her82, LAT79, MHA82b, Oh98, Pat85, Swa78b, She91]. Evaluations [CHSS98, MR81b]. Evaluative [NML99]. Evangelist [SS70]. Evaluating [War79]. Even [Kra90]. Everybody [Has95a]. Everyday [BJ79]. Evidence [EN98, SGS70, DHS00, Hal80, Har71a, Kan76a, Sch81, Wol87]. Evolutionary [Sta82]. Evolving [Woo88b, Bec84, Lyn98]. Ex [LFS72]. Exact [Egg93, Gri88, Mor81]. Examination [Boy85a, CK99, Der87, DG78a, GL91, GL96, Hur80, Pao86a, Pao86b]. Examined [Ano74a]. Examining [Col81, FBC79]. Example [Caw74, EM94, KDJ94, Kuc82, MMB99, Swa89a]. Examples [Fau96, Hol96, CSSI98, YFR81b, FB78]. Exchange [Ano70b, HW98, Zal74]. Excite [RW00]. Exclusivity [Jon73c]. Exercise [Blo70, Cli70, HM70, Lin70, Mat70, OG70]. Exercises [New73]. Exhaustivity [Bur95, HW80, Jon73a]. Exhibit [Mar90]. Existence [Koe93]. Expanding [Fed77]. Expansion [AL94, Dav76b, Eft00, PW91]. Expectations [Bra87, Ken87a, LC87, MH87, Pal87, Spr87, WCL87, Wes87, Wol87]. Expected [FGS81]. Experience [GS93c, Han86, HH95a, HY93, IT89, Kuh99, PK00, WMME88, Ker74, Lev76b, Cor94b]. Experienced [Con95, HY93, Laz00, LBW00, Mea00]. Experiences [Wes88, Fen81, SFB+’00]. Experiment [Di82, CMNS97, CSSI98, CCN93, DMZL82, Jas94, KE99, MeC91, NM74, O’H95, SMB72, Sve72, TB93, Whi81, Woo76a]. Experimental [BWV72, BP70, Col92, Lar92b, Mar83a, Reg88, Woo76a, Bot73, CB73]. Experimental-psychology [Col92]. Experimentation [HHC70, Coo78]. Experiments [AYS96, Lar92a, Lar92c, WEWP97, YF85, All00, Lan98a, Lan98b, MPW73, RFO, YFR81a, YFR81b, YFR81c, PN96]. Expert [YM84, ZC92, Erc92, Fid86, FW90, GS93b, Har93a, HO89, Koe83, LK91, Tes86, TF89, Wel87, Wil94, Bor90, Dog98]. Expertise [Bar74]. Expertise [BF91b, DS96, Col86b, Nor96]. Experts [Wie86, Wil98a]. Explained [de 78]. Explanation [Egg94]. Explanations [Sko98]. Explicit [Rob75, BCB95]. Exploiting [Coo83c, GCH99, Wol71]. Exploration [Bal00, CN95, OOA99, Ror99b, Ror99a, WV97, Whi91, Yan97]. Explorations [Exn97]. Exploratory [Aga99, Bar94, DG91, GB95, Spi96, Sut94]. Exploring [Cas92, Sch00a, Tra98]. Exponential [Gup90]. Express [Moo73]. Expressions [Der84]. Extended [GGJ91, Gir91, Lan80, BFM88, FW90]. Extending [MBH94, RFK97, SD97]. Extensible [BI97]. Extension [Fly97, Glu90, GL96, Wu98]. Extensions [LY98]. Extent [JJ77, Tau74]. External [YdKMK87]. Extraction [BM75, Wei96a]. Extracts [Hel71]. Eye [Mur93].
[CL82a]. Flaming [Kay98]. Flanders [VHdB+98]. Flexible [BI97, Dat79].
Flores [Dom78]. flow [And99, Col99, Die79, KET99, Liu97c, Ve180, We172, Wy73, YFR81a, YFR81b, YFR81c, SWT+79]. Flowchart [Mor76, Cha77].
Flowcharts [We83]. flows [FB78]. Fluctuations [San79b].
Fluid [Col96]. focus [Rob00]. Force [An72a, Til70]. Forecasting [Klo89, KR80]. foreign [Ker74, Sal70]. foreign-language [Ker74]. forestry [SS00].
Foreword [Don77, Rus70c]. Forget [Lea76]. Forlaget [Ere80]. form [FS91a, Til70]. Formal [BLPG99, Cra72, LG75, Stu72, Whe92]. formalism [FC7+92]. Format
[Gro76a, Mar71, GS97, GBDH76, Kra88a, Kuc76a, Win70a, Bor85a, Rou89b].
formats [Blu89b]. Formatted [Eas91, DGS86]. Forms
[Swa75b, Ang75, Hub78, Tau74]. formula [Has76, War79]. formulation
[Asa81b, Hom83, NE90, PK78, WY90b]. formulations
[FS91a, Rad82a, Rad82b, SBF83]. Forsyth [Har70b]. Forthcoming
[An78c]. Foskett [Lan87]. foster [FW90]. found [Fag95, OMY+89].
Foundation [Fed82a, BS75, Sha86c]. Foundational [Con93]. Foundations
[RH99, Af89, DP89, DH79a, Kim73, Roy90b, SS95, Hol99, Al97]. four
[Bon90, HG00, Leh72, BWG97]. fourteen [Kra97]. fractal [Ott94].
Fractional [BR95b, Opp98, Van97b, Egg96]. Fraley [Pat85]. Framework
[CB73, Alg95, BF91b, CP98, DHS00, FS83, Luk97c, PKK74, Sar75, SK97a, Spi97a, Sut99, Wat97]. France [Ger79, We176]. Francis [Lan77a, Rou76a].
Frank [Mea83b]. fraud [KB92, LAF00]. Fred [Hin70, Mc76]. Frederick
[Har76a]. free [FK73a, Fid91b, Sch90, TK96]. Free-Nets [TK96]. free-text
[Fid91b]. Freedman [Bel81]. freedom [Bue86b, Cre76, Die87]. freestyle
[LP99]. French [FS97b, Sav93, Sav99]. frequencies [Mea82b]. Frequency
[Bel71, BG78, Hoo91, Bur94, CL90, Csi77, Ll70a, MSPPM98, PSZ96, ST89, Sic92, SDD99, Sve72, LCL85]. Frequency-imposed [LCL85].
Frequency-rank [BG78]. frequency-sorted [PSZ96]. Frieder [Wil00c].
friendliness [Kri86c]. friendly [Har72a]. friendship [HW98]. Fril
[Kas96a, Kas96b]. Fritz [Anon77a, Kin83]. front
[BCM98, Har72a, Mec99, SBW90, Wii86]. front-end [BCM98, SBW90].
front-ends [Har72a]. frontier [Sha97b, Jas97]. fronts [DS91, Per94].
Frustration [Mel72]. Fry [An74a, Dav94]. Full
[GD90, SMJ95, Sie96, BNM+93, BW84, CCW84, EFW96, Mar89, NT96, Par90, Ro88a, Ro88b, RW82, We96a, WNR99, WT95, Lan98a, Lan98b].
Full-text [GD90, SMJ95, Sie96, BNM+93, CCW84, EFW96, Mar89, NT96, Par90, Ro88a, Ro88b, We96a, WNR99]. fully [DG83]. Function
[DS79, Bur95, Car74, EM94, GAL91, GL90, Kd90, Par82b, Swa77a, Swa78a, dSM93]. functional [AKS96, BDP98, Hoo91]. Functions
[Blu89a, Wii71, Mar83b, SD97, Tho73a, Yu76]. fundamental
[Bro98c, Col96, IC97]. funding [Hai97, Mec99]. Furth [JK91]. further
[Kra90, Wh91]. fusion [NK00, YR98]. Fussler [Yot75, Rou88]. Future
[As99, Coo77a, Fox86, Kuu82, Tho82, An97a, Bel81, BCSZ99, Cer83, Cox88, Dav96a, Die86, Fro96, Gar88, GSK98, Koc81, LN82, Les96, Pat90, San98b].
futures [San98b, Wes88]. **fuzzy** [Cer79, Rob78]. **Fuzzy** [Boo80, BDP98, KS90, PT87, BP93, Bue85, CVK92, CP98, Jon76, Kas96a, Kas96b, KZC86, MBVL99, RT81, Sac76, TO84, Yin95, Rob79, Tes86].

G [Ano74b, Die84a, Fis81b, Koc79, Ols75, Pec85, Ray99].

gain [AL84].

gained [Ker74].

Gale [Bol86b, Mea82b, Var78].

Galland [Mea83b].

game [CV80].

games [de78].

Gamma [Bur90].

Gamma-Poisson [Bur90].

gap [SJ00, Tyn75].

garfield [Bra92].

garvin [Har70a].

gary [Fis79, Rus77].

gasification [De 80, FBC79].

gatekeepers [Aga99, Glo88, KM95].

gateway [Fu96a, Fu96b, Wil86, Afs98].

gedanken [Coo78].

gellatly [Shi85].

gender [BW85, DH97b, MBS98].

General [Har77b, Swa76c, AdKK87, Asa81b, CVK92, DF84, HM70, LT74, Mer71, OV97, Sav99, War73, Wil95a, de 76, Kei70]. 

generality [Sal72b].

generalizations [Fal98].

Generalized [ER95, Elc73, Ger79, Mor76, Egg93, WY73, WY90a, YK93, Ger79].

generalizing [BP93, Str90].

generated [Cra80a, FK73a, Tag72].

generates [BT00].

generating [OV98, Str74].

geography [CDG00, McK96a, McK96b].

gave [Bra92].

given [Ere81a, Los96c, War79, Ere81a].

Glenford [Dav77b].

go [Aul79, Wri79].

goal [AdKK87].

goals [Her96b].

going [Pee94].

Goldberg [Buc92b, Bue92c].

Goldmann [Sal87a].

good [Bro00f, Kra86b].

goodness [Kg72].

Goods [Lev82].

gordon [DM99].

gordon [Ere81b, JJ75].

gore [Har77c].

governance [Lil93].

Government [Ken87a, Spr99, Ste00a, Wel75, Wil92, DPD99, Haw90, Hun96a, Hun96b, MMB99, Mec99, Nel97a, SS93, Bra87, Bur70, KJR99, Ken97a, Lin87a, LC87, MH87, Pal87, Spr87, WCL87, Wes87, Wol87, Ano74a].

GPO [Bra87].

Graduate [Gro75b, Har76a, Ric77, Swa76b, Whi96].

Grainger [Che99].

grammatical [Sav93].

grammers [Sag75].

Grant [War79, Wes88].

graph [Asa81b, AM70, LS87, Sha83b].

graph-oriented [Asa81b].

Graphic

**H** [Bas74, Don77, Ere81a, Gro76c, Har70b, Har78a, Har79, Har77a, Koc79, Koe75, Mar77b, New76, Nov82, Rei77, Swa76c, Swa77c, War79, Wil85b, WH70, You75, Fly97, Fid87]. **H.** [Ray99]. habits [Chr72]. Hague [Swa76c, Swa76a, Wil85b]. Hal [Har76c]. half [Bro80b, Nis99, Tsa98]. half-century [Nis99]. half-life [Bro80b, Tsa98]. Hall [Art76a, Dav79b, Die82b, Dom78, Fis81a, Fis81b, Har83, Mar80, Mig79, New76, Str78]. Hamburg [Rei75]. Hamden [Gro76c, Lan78, Wel70]. Hammer [Art77]. Hamming [EQH00]. hand [Ber84]. handbook [How87, Ja98, LH76, Whi89a, Wil00b, Wal00a, Sha96, Aus93, Sav97a]. handicaps [Kir81]. Handling [Ger79, Buc89, GWDS86, NE90]. hands [Gre92, Lar90]. hands-on [Lar90]. Hannah [Afs99, Tau74]. Hanneman [Mig80a]. Hans [Fid87]. Hansen [San99]. Hanson [Kra92c]. happens [Gro76c]. Happy [Kra87a, Kra91b, Kra92a]. harbors [But99]. hard [Bor86b, Bor96, Ger79, Mat85, Pat85, Shi85]. Hardesty [Lap00]. Hardware [Har83, Mea83b]. Harold [Wel80b]. Harris [Afs99, Har77a, Mar77b, Swa77c, Dil82, Afs99]. Harry [Str76]. Harter [RV98, TZ93]. Hartley [Whi00]. Hartvig [Mae82b]. Harvard [Lan77a, Ron76a]. Harvard [Ere80]. Hash [Boo74b]. hashing [Boo72]. Hauptman [Pet99]. haven [War99b]. Haworth [Pat85, Rei85, Shi85]. Hayes [Mar85, New73, Ano74b]. HCI [Sch97a]. headings [Byr75, Hum84, Jen95b]. Health [Bal89, BDZL89, BR94, Bra87, Cim95, DG95, Gor95, Har94, HH95a, Her95, JS95, Ken87a, Lan94, Lin87a, LC87, LB89, LB94, LH95b, MHS7, MWH+95, Nov82, Pal87, Pet94, Rod95, Sap94, ...
SMJ95, Spr87, WT94, WCL87, Wes87, Wol87, BDL88, Ber86a, Bix96a, Bix96b, Jac96, Ras90, SJ00, JS95, Lin87a, Wes87. [Heath [Pre71a], Hebrew [Wei97b], Heft [Wei71], Hegarty [Boy85a], Heidelberg [Lev76a], Heilprin [Rod893], held [Har76b], Helen [Cri81], Helping [Tor89], Henderson [Ric77], Afi99, Herbert [Gro76c], Here [Kra91b], Herman [New73, Str78, You75], Henon [Ste00a], heroin [Tod99], Hershfield [Kaz77], Heterogeneity [Law82a], heterogeneous [Bal00, MR81a, MR81b, SNG00], heuristics [Wil00c], Hewitt [Tau74], Hierarchical [Bas92, WNA99, Dum87, Hol86], hierarchies [Gor82], High [Neu95, Ano70b, Cob96, DH97b, FDD+99, Fu96a, Fu96b, Key97, Mar83c, SSD99, Sha97b], high- [SSD99], high-energy [Ano70b], high-tech [Cob96, Fu96a, Fu96b], Higher [Kaz75b, AL98, Coo71], Highlights [Coh95], Highly [Gar79, OR78, OG80, Cag70c, Hur80], highway [FW99, Rob96a, Cas98a], highwaymen [Cas98b], Hills [Kun82], hint [Gol97], Hirtle [Vea90], historians [Cas91], Historic [And91, SS89], Historical [Bar96, Eli87, Flo99a, Gui87, Hei88, Hen88, Hir89, Jac91, Ken87b, Ken87c, Kil87, Kra87b, Ric88, Rob96b, Sal87b, Swa88, Whi87, Woo87b, Wyl87, Ben00, Bor87, Bus95, KW97, Ste80, War93, Zen99], histories [MSPPM98], History [FM97, Halp99, Mea87, BCSZ79, Bru78, Col00b, Day00b, DW98, Fre80, Her84, Mea98, Miz97, Myb98b, NC86, RL97, Shi86a, TEC99, Wal75, War98b, War99a, Wi77b, Woo90, Bag81, Bou80, Rus77, Wei97c, WWB97, Har77a], hoax [Wha83], hobgoblin [Soc76], hoc [And78], Hodina [Don74], Hoffman [Gro76c], Holland [Kaz79, Koc79], Holography [JBL91a, Voo80], Homage [Mea79d], home [DG90, Klo89, Mim85], homes [FW90], Homewood [Kaz75a], Honor [Har75d], Honoring [Kra88b, Kra892], Hopfield [CN95], horizon [HA95, Hjo96, Sal96], horse [Hal95], Horton [Woo87a, Bro00d], Horwood [Mar85], Hostrop [Kaz75a], hosts [BBDH00], hot [San99, Ha97], Hotel [MP98], Houghton [Test91], House [Dro78, BM80], households [DHS00], Houser [Shu80], Houten [Wil55b], Howard [Cer83], Hsu [Boy95a], Hsu-Yuang [Boy95a], HTML [Fly97, RNBV98], HTML/ [RNBV98], Huffman [LY91], Human [Bat98, CB83b, FC92, Gau92, Har92a, LH92, Mar92a, MB71, Myl92, NK83, Osb98, Sha97a, Sha98, Bea91, Car88, Che99, Div87, GCS97, Hig99, Hoe92, Hum00, Lan98a, Lan98b, Lee96a, Lee96b, MQP98, Nor96, Pep74, Qin00a, Ano81j, Pet96b, Pet96c, Tor89], Human-Computer [FC92, Gau92, Har92a, LH92, Mar92a, Myl92, Sha97a, Car88, Div87, Nor96], human-machine [Lee96a, Lee96b], humanities [And99, Bus95, Hub77, Mac82, Mur73, NZ91, NN92, SBW93, Tib94], humans [Mar83a], Humphrey [DRCG91, Her96a], Hunter [Tao74], hunting [Ten93], hybrid [Dog98, LWZ99, PR98, Sav97b], hypergeometric [Wil93a], hyperlinking [Kim00], hyperlinks [KW97], Hypermedia [Lit96, Yan97, Beh96a, Beh96b, CK99, IT89, KE99], Hypersonic [KET99], Hypertext [CB89, IT89, LR89, Rad89, Sca89, SBPP89, BTSKC96, Che97,

Ian [Cra96]. IBM [Don70, Han96, Mim85, Lin70]. IC [May90]. Ichthyology [Mar92b].

Identification [KM95, BCM++70, HST96, Haa97, JBS++77, TSV99].


II [Har75b, LAD97, SK97b, SVB94, WW99]. IIB [FS97b]. IIC [BDSA97, Goo97, GLS97, LH97, RH97].

Ill-defined [Aba86]. Illinois [Har76a, Kaz75a, Lil78, Rie77, Swa76b, Swa77b].

illus [Har77c]. illusion [Swa88]. illustrated [Vag80, Wil98c]. illustrating [Wel93].

Illinois [Har76a, Kaz75a, Li78, Ric77, Swa76b, Swa77b].


Immediacy [Asa81a]. immniity [CH99]. immunodeficiency [BB95].

Impact [Abe90, BB96b, Bra87, BT99, CS90, Gar90, HP00, Ken87a, Kun82, Lau80, Lin87a, LC83, LC87, LC90, MH87, MV95, Pal87, RV96, Spr87, WCL87, Wes87, Wol87, AP96b, Asa81a, Bro97, Cam96b, Cit98, CB83b, ER00a, Gar98, HN97, HN98b, Har98, HF00, Hir78, KB98b, KN00, Kos94, Law74, Mar00, Men92, Mi90, MBS98, Myb98b, Pap93, Pcr93, Pri83, R77, RV98, Sam95, Seg94, Sm96a, Sm96b, SS00, Van97b, VTS97, Ve90, War81, War91, Art77, DG78b].

Impacts [LS97, Goo97, GLS97, Van98b, Wei97c]. impediment [Bro98c].

Implementation [BDDB97, BD97, BDSA97, D'E97, Goo97, GLS97, LS97, LH97, OG93, RH97, SA97, ABB++91b, DS80, HKE97, SW78, YS93, Coo73b, FW88, Liu97b, Und98a, Dro98, Wa96b]. implementing [BD88, Wil84, Fuh00]. Implications [Goy87, Kun82, Mor81, RH97, Voo80, Art76b, Liu96, Lyn77, Par00, Sch94, Sho71, VA73, Whi98c, Zin00, Bri84].
implicit
[Rob75, Swa89a]. imply [Bac72]. importance

Improvement [MRY73, Wel83]. Improving
[BD92, MV95, OE81, Pai71, RT81, SB90, HC96, Kuc75]. In-Depth [Wei95b].
in-house [BM80]. in-library [Jai72]. inaccessibility [Spr99]. incidence
[EM94]. including [New73]. inclusion [MDS70, Zmu75]. Incomplete
[Haa93, CDV98]. in conservatism [Yan90]. inconsistent [LK91].
incorporating [BF94]. increase [Coo83c]. increased [Cha76]. Increasing
[CK99, WH91, LT74]. Incremental [Hum00, Qin00a]. indebtedness
[DC93]. independence [WY90a]. Independent
[BD96, Bes96, BB96b, Coh95, Los97a, Wil92a, WA96]. Index
[Bol86b, CN81, Har71b, Hin70, Lan73, Lev73b, McM76, Nov82, Rei77,
AKE94, Asa81a, Ben80, Bol86a, BP70, Bro70a, Car74, Car79, Cra82, Egg97,
Ell70, FB81, Gar76, Gue78, Hei78, Lar91, LK97, LH76, MDS70, NT85b,
New73, RC95, Ros71b, RR71, SJ72, Sve72, Tho72, Vag80, WM78, Yer73,
vDM99, JGR90, Byr76, Poy82, Sma80, Vir70]. index-handbook [LH76].
indexed [SK98]. Indexer [Sch91b]. Indexers [Boy91]. indexes
[Aul71, Bla71, Bot70, Boy86f, DG91, Dio94, Gar83, Gar91, Gou74, Her78,
HH70, KL93a, Law76, PZSD96, Smi74b, Wei97b, Yer73, Bar74]. Indexing
[And94, Bat98, Bel71, Bre91, Coo78, DDF+90, Fid94, HW80, Lay94, LF94,
Mig80b, Mil94, SA91, Soe94, Ste74a, Sve94, Tho79, Tib94, We95b, We94,
Ano70a, Art76b, Blu71, BS74, BS75, Bur95, Bur80, CMK+98a, CCW84,
Coh95, Coo79, Cra77, Cra80a, Cra86, DKD71, DG83, DG91, DPP78, D88,
Exn97, Fag89, Flo72, Fug85, GS93a, GD90, GLL90, GD98, Gull77, Har75a,
Har75b, Har74, HJD00, HHC70, HKE97, HM87, Hum99, Hum00, HSP75,
Jon73a, JGR90, KSDR90, Kwo85, LN82, Lan98a, Lan98b, LR70, LK97, Lev74,
Luc93, Mar77a, Mar79, OE81, PN98, Pri83, Qin00a, Ros71a, RW82, RSZ71,
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Kar98, Kay98, Kim82, Men85, NZ91, Nee81, Pet96a, Pie92, Raf75, Rao80, Sol97b, Vei80, Wei88, Whi77, Whi81, Whi83, Whi98d, Fre82. **Societies** [Har70c]. **Society** [Aiy88, Ano84k, Ano84l, Ano85g, Art79, BI98, Bat99a, Boy91, Bro95a, Cer83, Hum70, Kra87c, Kra99c, Lan82a, Ols74, Smi99, Gar71, Gat92, Lie96b, Mar94, Old87, Tia99, War99b, Art82, Buc99, Die82a, Ell70, Kra87a, DK90, Pra90]. **socio** [Caw74, Mar99]. **socio-scientific** [Caw74]. **socio-technological** [Mar99]. **Sociodemographic** [KS77]. **Socioeconomic** [Ere85]. **socioemotional** [ZK72]. **sociological** [She71, SWB79]. **Sociology** [CMRWW93, Oro77]. **Sociomedia** [Beh96a, Beh96b]. **Sociotechnological** [Mar00]. **Soergel** [Lea75, Coo76]. **soft** [Mat85, War98b]. **Software** [Mar99]. **SOLAR** [MRW73]. **Solla** [Koc84b, Ste84]. **solution** [HM70, Kir81, OG70, TEC99]. **Solutions** [Har77c, HJD+99]. **Solving** [Sch97b, SG89, ShH6, WdBFF95, Zha98, Jon86]. **Some** [Bel75, Ber82, Kin98a, Lay94, Lyn88, MZ79, Pra83, Sho71, Tab72, Tag78, TS96, Wai87, Wil82, de 71, Cam96a, Egg87, FB88, Kim73, Kir81, LMM+73, MP98, Sha3a, Bt91, Mc97, O'C70, Ric76]. **Sons** [Fis79, Mea83b, New73, Sta77a]. **Soon** [Jor89, Lan89b]. **sorted** [PZSD96]. **Sorting** [Bro00c]. **Soul** [Mea82a]. **Source** [Egg96, BI00, Cra86, Kin76, Soc72]. **Source-item** [Egg96]. **sourcebook** [Kuc76a, Mig79, Boy89a, Kri86b, Sha90]. **Sourcerer** [Rod95]. **Sources** [ASS73, Lan76, Lar74, WNAR99, BR97, Ber86a, Egg96, GSKL00, Haf97, HG98, Hoc89, Kuh99, Mc78, Mc94, Rod95, Ron74b, SMC83, Swa89d, Wig95, Ne97a]. **South** [Dou96, MT96, Pee96a, SR95, Var75a, Pou89]. **Southeast** [Joh86]. **Soviet** [Bec71, Bel75, Kir73]. **Soviets** [Ano81c, Gol79, Min78, Sal79b, Sch79]. **Space** [Har77c, Lio97b, MA76, BSR93, BSR98, Bro80a, Cam96b, CNMS97, CHSS98, Day97, Di00, EM94, Fu96a, Fu96b, Mc90, McC90, RW86, All98]. **spaces** [KW97, Mc76, PML00]. **Spain** [Can99, FM97]. **spanning** [Wee92]. **Spatial** [Di00, Ghu94, TFB94, Che00a, CP98, FS84, KDJ94, Lio97a, Mon94]. **spatial-semantic** [Che00a]. **Spatial-semantics** [Di00]. **Speakers** [JJ75]. **Special** [Blu96b, Bro99a, Egg94, Kra94b, Lie94, Pre71c, Bea0a, BB96a, Bro70c, CT99, Che00b, Che00c, DCD81, DCD81, Gho94, JJ77, JJ80, Nog91, SK99, Wes87, Wil97, Ano00a, Ano00b, Tom99]. **Specialist** [Bro95a, Ger79, EW70, Har87]. **specialists** [Cra71a, Bali75]. **specialized** [DS73, EW70, Dou72]. **specialties** [MM78, vdB96]. **Specialty** [Har75a, Col92, JJ75, McC88, RBR80, Sma86]. **specific** [Kil95a, LMSC82, Sca89]. **Specification** [Dav79b, Gro75a]. **specifications** [Cam97, Tau74]. **specificity** [WY92]. **spectral** [Mc96b]. **spectrum** [Sha86b]. **Speculations** [Cox88]. **Speech** [PhI92, WH98, CWB90]. **spell** [LNL99]. **Spelling** [PZ84, Zam80, BSY00, PZ83]. **spelling-correction** [BSY00]. **spider** [CCRU98]. **spinning** [CCRU98]. **spelling** [Lev73a]. **Split** [Coz82, NT85b].
WdBFF95]. **Student-to-Student** [Bry70]. students
[Col00b, Cov00, FDD+99, Lee00b]. **Studies**
[Und98a, Whi98a, Bac72, Beg95, Bor86b, Cur93, Day00a, ERV00, Haw77, HCL+00, Hur80, MLC80, Pal99a, Spe71, SEW00, SM75, Tem94, Wal98, Whi96, YM99, Per82, SM88, Woo88b, Sta75a, Roy90a]. **Study**
[Coz82, Ger79, Hei78, Lan77a, Mac79a, Rout6a, Spi97b, Swa78b, Var94, Bon90, Bur93, BR95b, Cas92, CH00, Caw78, CYW99, Chr72, CCN93, CB94, CMK98b, DH97a, DG91, Don96, EB88, EK94, ER92, Fid84, GB95, Gro78, Gul85, Har90, Har98, Her99, Hui96, JJ77, Jan91, Key97, Kim00, LL85, LB99, LB99, LK91, LBK97, Lie96b, MWY95, MS00, MP98, Mil95, Mou98, Neu95, NML99, OV92, PPK1, Pvd94, Pra83, Raff7, RM97, Rob80b, Ros71b, Sal72d, SKCT88, SK88a, SK88b, SMB72, Sha83a, SH99, Spi96, SS00, SR95, Str82, SS89, Tan96, Var75b, VTS97, WSSR00, War99b, Xia92, Yu97, YM99, Zha00, Swa76d, WS98, WW99]. **Studying**
[AKS96, SK97a, SK97b, McG84, Smi84a]. **style**
[Bro00d, Dav77a, Din87, PK00]. **styles** [Fid84, Fid91c, For00]. **stylistic**
[Tag78]. **Sub** [Ayi88, Old87, Tia89]. **Sub-Saharan** [Ayi88, Old87, Tia89]. **subfield** [BSM90]. **subfields** [BB83b, Ste85]. **Subject**
[Bat86, Con95, Jac96, McG79, Nie76, Sha91a, Sha91b, Bat77, Bau72, BB95, Blu98b, Boy86f, Bry75, Che89a, Coa86, Coo70b, DS91, DW96, DS84, Egg88, Gar76, GGJ91, Gir91, Gor91, Gue78, HY93, Jen95b, Kuv73, Lan78, Lar91, RW82, SP73, Sma80, Sve94, Wil98a, Wel71, Boy86g, Sch87, VG93, Wei93b]. **Subjective** [FGS81, Bro80a, Col94, Gor82]. **subjects** [EAW99, Kje74]. **Sublanguage** [LH95a, Sag75, Haa97]. **sublanguages** [Bon90]. **submission**
[Bra77, Rob91]. **submissions** [Kra94a]. **Submitted** [Har70c, RW00]. **suboptimal** [GL92]. **subscription** [Lit78, Qua96, Rei85, War81]. **subscriptions** [SKv92, Sbv94]. **Subsidiary** [New73]. **subspecialties** [EF96]. **Substances** [Gol73]. **substrate** [Bat99b]. **Subsystem** [Sha75]. **suburbanization** [New94]. **subword** [Jak88]. **Success**
[Zin00, Bat77, ER95, Han86, Hub98, Tag81, Roy90a]. **success-breeds-success** [ER95, Hub98, Tag81]. **Successful** [Aul87]. **Successors** [Day97, Ray97, RL97]. **Suciu** [Rap00]. **sufficient** [EF97, Hei80, Hei91]. **suffixing** [Har91]. **Suggested** [Ano93, Dod97]. **Suggestions** [Wol71, Wel83]. **summaries** [Aul71, BM75, HSP75]. **summarizing** [ENN98]. **Summers** [Lit78]. **Suny** [War79]. **Supercomputers** [Bue86a]. **superhighway**
[Cas97, Cas98a, Cas98b, Dav96b]. **superorganics** [Koe81]. **supersonic** [KET99]. **supply** [Fug85, Mow92]. **Support**
[RNBV98, Ar94, MIP96, EF96, GGG91, GL96, GMP90, Lyn91b, OG93, RM97, Rout8b, SW92, Wei93b, Wol96, Sch97b]. **supported**
[GCS97, KWR98, Nan95b, NJW97, SH96, Wol87]. **Supporting**
[Des97, IT89, Bax85, KM90b, Lit96, MCC95]. **surfaces** [Los96c]. **surfing** [EB98]. **Surname** [KMB99]. **surname-title-word** [KMB99]. **surname-title-words** [Kil95b]. **surrogates** [GMP80, Str74]. **Surrounded**
Survey [Dil82, Var75a, Aga99, Bel76, BC96, BS92, BC97, Del90, Glo88, GLS97, KZC86, Tag75, Tal79, Tho71, Voo99, Zha00, MK72]. surveys [SD96]. survival [Hei80, Hei91]. Susan [Bas74, Bro00c, Che76, New76]. sustainability [Ste99a]. Suzanne [Buc95]. Swanson [GL96, Jor89]. Switching [Nie76, Cha88]. Symposium [McL79, Rus70b, Swa76c, Gro75b, Swa77a, Swa78a, Tan96, Teb70, Tho71, Tho90, TF89, VSS7, WEWP97, Wan92, Was74, Was80, WRE9, Wei73, Whi77, Wil71]. system [Wol96, WD97b, WT95, Yer71b, VK93, ZC92, ZC00, Zmu75, ASAOE99, CNMS97, Dat79, FCF+92, GL93, Kei70, LAT79, Lev73b, MCBC89, RNBV98, SMHC93, VC70, Wei97c, Woa77b, Yan97, Sta77a]. system-theoretic [Rub92]. Systematic [DM99, Hoe72, Pep74, Swa94, Smi94]. Systematization [Lan90]. Systemic [De90]. systems [Sch97a]. systems [WNR99]. Systems [BD88, BF88, Bry70, Bur70, Bur71, FW88, Ger79, Her82, Koc79, Lan82b, LD88, LB88, Mom82, Mor76, New73, PW88, Ric77, RH99, Rus85, Sie70, Sta82, Tes79, War88, Wes88, WM88, Wri71a, ZvBR88, AL94, Aik97, An00a, Arm94, Bac72, Bag81, BS88, Bar95, Bea91, BRR96, BB96a, BJ79, BMNM97, Ber82, Bla80, Boo78, Boo81, BHH96, Bor90, Bou90, Boy80g, Boy86e, Bro90a, Bur81b, Bur85, CB83a, CMB+95, Coo70a, Coo72, Coo91c, Coo98, CBM+94, CK96, CR80, CT87, Cua71, Cui85, DFG95, DH97, Dog98, DK75, Dro98, Dum78, Dun96a, EJ77, EAW99, EF96, Far92, Erc95, Erc81e, EK75, EC92, Fid86, Fox86, FSV93, Gi78, GO93, Gnu95b, Gru90, GL96, GLW86, Har72a, Haw77, Hei74, Hen88, HS78, Her97, HBC96, HM70, HJ89, HOS89]. systems [Hol86, JBN7a, Jon71, Jon86, KMG+93, Kan87, KM73, Key96, Key97, Kir93, Kir73, KC99, Koe92a, KB78, Kri87, Kue72, Lan71, LS80a, LUH+96, LK91, Lev76b, LT74, LS71, Liu96, Los97b, LG75, Lyn90, Ly89, Mau91, Mal74, Mon82b, MR81a, MR81b, Mar85, Mat82, MC73, MC76, MC84, ME98, MVR72, MIZ98, Mof75, Mon94, Moe72, NE90, NT85a, NM74, Par97, PM90, PW91, Pet96b, Pet96c, Rad82a, RBR80, Reg88, Ric70, Rob75, Ros83, Rou75, Rou79.
Rou92b, Sar71, Sav97b, Sch73a, Shn86, Smi84a, Smi00a, SNG00, Stu72, SWB79, TS96, Und96, VA73, Voo80, Wal75, Wal86b, Wei94b, Wel80c, Wel87, Wil86, Wil94, Wil95a, Wol71, Woo87b, Yag87, YR98, YM84, Yar97, dR90, Ere80, Kaz79, LAT79, Pai93a, Rei75, Cri81, Hay95, Aha86, Ban98]. systems [Cor94a, Dog98, Goo99, Har93a, Lee96a, Lee96b, Tes86, Wil94, Zvi86].

Szigethy [Har75c].


Taxonomies [Gre96]. taxonomy [SK97b]. Taylor [Kaz77, Van99]. Teacher [Davis96a]. Teaching [Coo85, Flo72, Afs98, Bur96, DMZL82, Fis79, Mat97a, Wit96a, Wit96b, Bot73, Woo84]. team [Har75c]. teams [CMB95].

technical [Bra79, Dou72, HK79, Har75a, MH87, Sch73b, Ste77, Tho82, Tsz97, Woo77b, Ain84, And78, Ber71, Bhu99a, Bhu99b, Bol92, Col81, DCC78, Dos95, EN98, Haw74, Keg70, McC90, Men92, Now91, Shi85, Tau74, Tho73a, TB93, Wei76, Rus87].

technicians [Wei94b].

technique [DC80, Ger79, MN93b, Rou88, Sta75b, Ros73].

Techniques [Kil97, Mc97, Wei97b, Wei97c, AL94, And91, AL84, Bar98b, BBDH00, CH89, DC76, Di97a, Koc83, LL85, Lar92b, LS84b, Rum90, TC00a, Wis80, Mar82a, Swa73, Art75b, Str78, Smi80a, Boy87a, Gre96].

Technological [DK90, Fau99, Hol96, Sch98b, TL98, DC98, Har70d, Rei91, Kir73, KM95, Lan87a, LH97, Mar99, Men92, NK89, VW97, PW88].

Technological [MCD99]. technologies [Bro86a, Doc91, HCH4, Hol96, Lan89a, Lyn91a, Mar94, Mar99, Pai93b,.Rei84, Smi96a, Smi96b, Wil92b, Die87]. Technology [Ab90, Ad92, Be92, Cin95, Cox92, CS90, DG95, Gar92, Gar90, Gar95, Gre92, Hei88, HH95a, Her95, Hur88, JS95, Koe81, LCh92, LC90, LS92b, LH95b, MWH+95, Men92, Mol92, Rod95, SM95, Tom92, WC92, Ano81, Art75b, Bag81, Bar96, Bec84, Ber94, Bou80, Bro96, Cal89a, Coo82, CR80, DH97b, Dou72, Eps80, ERE81c, FBC79, GP83, Glu95a, GSK98, Gui87, Hei95c, Hei86b, JBS77, Kf90, Kf98, Kus76a, LMSC82, Lan94, Mar83b, Mar98, Mat97b, Mea72, Milr90, Moo73, Myb98a, Nor96, PCK74, Pet99, Phi92, RR80, Ric87, RR77, Ry93, SW91, She86, Sha85, Smi74a, Sta75a, SS95, Tag75, Van80, WD97a, Wal00b, Wat98, Whi98a, WIT81, Kms82, Mar82b, Par83a, Yon75, Swa75a, Buc98, Lam99, Mat97a, Abe96b, Han96]. technology-principles [Art75b].

ted [WH90]. Telecommunications [Ber86b, Dav86, Die86, Gib86, LL86, Mea86, She86, Rob96a, Whi98a].


TemplateFiller [SMHC93]. Ten [Sie90, Bla96, Mea94, Bur81b]. Tenn
tenure [CO95]. Term [Cag70b, Cag70a, AM70, BSR98, CO87, Cro86, DC80, Haa97, Har90, IS98, Kuc76b, Lar91, PW91, RW00, SYY75, SWY81, Sha95, SJ2, Sve72, Vin74, WY92, WY93, Zhi97]. term-by-term [WY93]. Term-term [Cag70b, Cag70a]. term/document [CO87].

Terminal [Ros73]. terminologia [Gro76b]. terminologie [Gro76b].

terminal [Ham00, Mor78, RTH71, Swa72, Gro76b].

Terms [MBFK76, AKE94, Ano70a, BMFK76, Coh95, Col93, DF84, LMM+73, LK97, LH95a, MDS70, NT85b, Rj76, Ros71b, S97, TSK71, Tag72, YR77, vdVM99].

Teste [Ber70, Ber70]. Test [CC79, Lon92, BP70, Bro93b, Bur94, Cha86, DW96, EP97, Gel79, Lou92a, MM87, Moo72, Per85]. Testing [BW84, Dor88, Her82, KL98a, Sun99, Ben80, FB81, LUH+96, OG93, Sar71, Sha96, Wil92a, Wil93a]. Tests [GWDS86, Pit75, Sha96]. Text [CL82a, LNL99, Mac91, O’C73, PS84, BYN00, BI97, BMNM+93, BW84, Boy90a, Buc91c, CT73, Car75, Cas91, CL89, CYW99, CWBL00, CCW84, CBM+94, DF84, EFW96, Fid91b, GD90, GFHR97, HST96, HC90, HAA87, Jak88, KSDR90, Kil93b, KT90, Lan98a, Lan98b, LBBR95, Mal74, Mar89, MKB78, MSJM91, MHCW89, Mus86, NT96, O’C70, O’C80, Pao78, Par00, PS83, Ro88a, Ro88b, RW82, RSW91, Sal72c, SYY75, Sal79a, Sch90, SMHC93, SMJ95, Sie96, Str74, TBCE94, VS87, Wei94a, Wei96a, Wei96c, WP94, WNR99, WT93, WT95, YW96, Lin70, Dat79, Dav74, Bla93, Les89].

TEXT-PAC [Lin70]. text-processing [VS87]. text-searching [O’C70].

textbook [HH95b, HH95c]. Textile [And91]. texts [BSY00, CELY80, FK99, GS93c, KPZ+99, LBBR96, Leh72, SSD99]. textual [DGS86, HAA87, SW92, PW92]. textuality [Bro95b]. texture [MM98].

Their [Har70b, J75, TL74, Aga99, All90, Art73, BCB95, Bel85, Ber71, Bro86a, Kin76, KG72, Liu96, MB86, OV98, Sch00a, Sun99, Wei83, WW73, And78, MF88]. them [KRD95]. Thematic [Cox83, Kuc82, San83].

Theoretical [SWT+79, BS75, Coo79, GL91, Rub92, Wil79, WY92].

Theoretical [Fed82a, Kim73, Myb99, AM70, BS91b, Bie95, CR00, Che98a, Cfr93, Pet96b, Pet96c, SK97a, Sl75, Tem94, YFR81a]. theories [Li97c, McG96a]. Theory [Bir97, Dro98, Jen95b, Kra74a, Li98, Bar78, Bel73, BA74, Boy92, Bra70, Cha86, Cha91, Cha99b, CV80, CM00, Egg90b, Egg94, FNNW74, Fug85, HS87, KZ86, Kir93, Kra73, KB78, Wko85, Lam00a, LR70, Lan82b, Liu96, Lyn77, MM87, Mai99, MB91, Nic00, Par94, Par83b, Per92, Pul74, RKF97, Sac76, SYY75, Spa99, Sph94, TO84, Tzv90, Und96, Wal98, War91, We80c, WK75, de 76, Cas78, YFR81a, YFR81b, YFR81c, LId96]. there [Mo92, NO85]. thermodynamics [He95b]. thesauri [Kir81, Lan81b, Lea75, RCZ99, Wal75, WVE85, Boy90b, Lan81b].

Thesaurus [MDS70, Wei95b, CN95, CYFS95, JGR+95, KHS0, Kin73, MM98, RB99, Soc72, WEP97, We712, RTM99, Wei95b, WH70].

thesaurus-construction [Kim73]. thesaurus-updating [Kim73]. Theses [CH73, Hin70]. thing [Buc91a, Buc91d, Yer91]. things [Bro00c]. thinking [Bur96, DMZL82, Sar75, Cob96]. Third [Har77a, Sl85, Spi97a]. Thirty
Thirty-eight Thomas those thought Thoughts threaded threaded-file Three threshold thresholds throughout [Eli87, Kuc76a, Sal87b]. Thirty-eight Thomas those thought Thoughts threaded threaded-file Three threshold thresholds throughout [Eli87, Kuc76a, Sal87b].
two-way [Woo88a]. type [CO84, CO85, CL89, KG72, Law74, May97, San99].
type-token [CL89]. typed [BTSKC96].
Types [QLA97, Buc79, Eas91, Fen81, PM00].
Typologies [Gre96]. typology [GB95, Swa78a].
Tyrrany [Art82].
U.S. [Ere80, Gar86, Pic86, Pre71b, Shu80, Til70]. U.S.
[Ber86b, Bre79, FS97b, Ken87a, Koh74, MN83a, MK72, ST89, Ste00a].
UDC [Wel70]. UFO [VD98]. UL [OG70]. UL/1 [OG70]. Ulrich [Gro76b].
Unanswered [Sve86]. uncertainties [RR78]. uncertainty
[AdK87, CMK+98a, Col93, HMMN86, Kuh99, SCL98, VD98, Twz90].
Uncitonedness [Ste90]. Uncontolled [LFS72]. Unconventional
[DH78, Haw77]. underlying [Der94, Goo97, CM84]. Understanding
[Day99b, Ghu95b, Col99, For99, Lie94, Ano75a, Myb99].
undiscovered [Spa97]. uneasy [Sch96a]. UNESCO [Wel76, Gro76b, Wel78].
unformatted [Eas91]. unification [Bod99, Hei95b]. unified
[Dom00, Goe87, GV87, Boo90a, WNAR99]. unimodal [Sic92]. uninhibited
[Kay98]. Union [Sch73b, SR77, Kir73]. Unions [Lan80]. unique [Boo74b].
uniquely [DG00]. unisist [Sal72d, Yer71b]. unit [Col92, Spe71]. United
[Art74, Bol92, Dro78, Nei77a, Rus77, Rus85, Shi86a, Wel75, Mor78, Ste80,
Wel97, Woo84, Bax85, Gar92, Mea72, War99b, Wil82, Bol92].
Unitized [FCJ+92]. universal [Soc72, Mc97, Kuc76b]. universe
[Hj99, J77, JJ80, Nei80]. Universidad [Har70a]. Universities [Ere80].
Universities [Sha84, ANM78, CH99, Elih90, MP98, Ric87]. University
[And91, Blu71, Die81, Die82a, Don77, Ere80, Gro75b, Har75c, Har76a, Hin70,
Kaz77, Lan77a, Lil78, Old91, Ric77, Rout66a, SM88, Swa76b, Swa77b, Var75a,
Wes00, Woa88b, Woa77b, You75, Cox00, Cox93, Ho96, Kan76a, Lan94,
RB72, SKb92, SVb94, Tur77, VHK+B+98, Xia92, BR94, BDBR97, BD97,
BC97, Dout66, SOM+99, Sut96, War88, Ols76, Shi86b, Pel93]. unlimited
[Bro93b]. unnoticed [Swa98a]. unprecedented [Mar85]. unpublished
[Win70a]. untrained [Wil98a]. Unused [Wil95b, MZ78]. updating [Kim73].
upon [Pap93, Pap98]. upper [FS84]. upper-lower [FS84]. Urbana
[Har76a, Lil78, Ric77, Swa76b, Swa77b]. Urbana-Champaign
[Har76a, Ric77, Swa76b, Swa77b]. urn [KH95, de 78]. USA [Mea82b].
Usability [Par00, Cas96, Cur97, EK97, HJD00, Sha96]. usable
[Boy86c, MLC80]. Usage [Coo83b, Haw74, LH95a]. Use
[Ama84, BMFK76, But99, CT73, Car75, Cor99, Cre99b, Cre99a, CH99, Day99a,
DF82, Fra99, Gas99, Ger79, Lan77a, Lan80, Lan77b, Lev99, LCB99, Mar80, MFBK76, Mor76, Nah98, Pre71c, RM99, Rou76a, SRS98, Ste99b, Sun99, Swa77b, Wat98, ALD96, Aga99, Ami70, Bai74, Bai76, BK96, BT84, BE80, Bi00, BNS*00, Bor86b, Bor96, Boy86e, Boy86a, CO87, Caw74, Che72, Col81, CC96, Coo85, Coo91b, CK96, DGS86, Egg88, Ele73, Hal81, HZ80, HW98, Hel71, Hen99, Hoo91, HC84, Jai72, KB98b, KZC86, KC99, KRD95, Lan91, LS92a, LBIP97, LAD97, MB81a, Mar92b, MRY73, MB81b, Neu95, New94, Pal99a, Pit75, Raf75, RB83, Rou92b, Rya93, San74, SMB72, SD96, SJ00, Sni81, Spe80, SMBC83, TC00a, TT79, Tsa98, Tur77, VST73, Wal81, Wal85, WS98]. use [WW99, WdBFF95, Wil84, Wol86, YF85, YM99, Par82b, Dil97a]. used [Boy90b, Con95, Mic94, Ros71b, Ste85]. Usefulness [Cas96, Coo70b, Keg70]. Usenet [Myb98b, Osb98, Kay98]. User [Bar94, Brn98, Coo91c, Dio94, Fis94, Gor91, Gou74, Har92a, Her96b, Kuc75, Lan80, Mea83c, Min85, Mog75, OAA99, Ros73, TC00b, AM77, All00, And91, AL84, Bal00, Bea92, BCM89, Bor94, Boy86c, Bru94, Ckk99, Car88, Chr72, Col00a, CM00, CC98, Cur97, Dbe86, Ef00, EB88, FHN*93, GQSpP98, Han96, Har94, HCL*00, Jan91, Jan94, Kat72, KM73, KS90, Kri86c, Kri89, Kuh91, LC83, Mar92a, Mar95, MR81a, MR81b, MCT73, MW95, MLC80, Mor94, Oja86, Par94, Par00, PJ90, RFK97, Rob00, RW00, SW91, ST86, Sb86, SBW93, Soe76, Su94, SEW00, Tho73a, Voo99, Ya95, Yee91, Yv74, Yv97, YM99, CHSS98, Don76, HW71, Yee91, Kie98, McL90b]. User-based [Gor91, Ef00, Par94]. User-centered [Fis94, All00, Bal00, Bru94, GQSpP98, Mor94, RFK97]. User-defined [Bar94]. User-friendly [Har92a]. User-oriented [McL90b]. Users [FHN*93, Har79, Der84, Di100, Fen81, Goo97, GLS97, Kan87, KMB99, LMSC82, LB00, Lsz00, LBW00, LTS97, Mea00, NT96, PM00, Pen70, Sha90, SF78, Sta95, SVW90, Tag72, SK88a]. uses [DH78, Hau77, LRM76]. Using [Bur90, CM00, Cro79, Dav76a, Fan96, FW90, FPS00, GO93, GD98, GLW86, Hol96, Man82a, Mat70, Oo97, San79a, SC78, WY96, Zha00, AB76, BSY00, BCB89, BC589, Ber94, BM89, CPW88, Cha88, CSSI98, CCW84, CELY80, CL59, CMB*94, Cra00, Cr077, EH94, Fri97, FNNW74, Gor90, HC90, HM70, Hoc89, Koc83, KET99, Levy8, LY98, LY91, Mar89, MPW73, MK72, MQP98, OWF99, OMY+89, Oht98, OG70, PT87, Ros71a, SR77, TT79, Wat98, WBX98, WLC00, Yan97, Rob91, Jen95b]. Use [War79]. UT [Don77, Har87a. Utah [War88]. Utility [Coo97,fill,Art73,BA47,Bro70c,Can89,FGS81,GLR1,HS78,Jan94,Kan76a,Par82a,Har70b]. Utility-theoretic [Coo97,fill]. Utilization [Bae93,Kir93,LS93,Pai93b,Tod99,ER00a,Hoc72,Kdk90,Mar72c,Tag75,War73]. Utilizing [WA79,DCFQ00, YK93].

V [Har70b, Rya80, Dav79b, Gar88, Wol87]. valid [McC86]. Validating [ZC00]. Validation [Gar97,LS92a]. Validity [LB83, Bro83, Eve93, Gle93, Nie89]. valuable [Swa89c]. Value [Ozo79a,Pet96a,Tay82,AKS96,Gri80,Gro96,Her99,Hub98,McM73,Mow92a,Mow92b,Mow92c,Ozo80,Rep89,SK97a,SK97b,Str84,YF85].
Value-Added [Tay82]. values [CO87, MOV83, OV82, SLC98]. Vannevar
[Buc92b, Bur92a, NK89]. variable [CL82a]. variable-to [CL82a]. variables
[Rob75, YM99]. Variation [MM78, Haa97]. Variations
[Har96, Coo83a, KS77, Tag78]. Variety [Lyn77, CELY80, Mat82]. various
[LBIP97, Rob00]. varying [EM94]. Veaneer [Hir90]. Vector
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